
ECONOMIC COMMENTARY - By Francois Stofberg

The rich, the struggling, and the relentless

In the world of the super wealthy. RS Components predicted who the world’s first trillionaires will be, the so-called “four comma 
club”, based on historical data from Bloomberg. At current estimates, Jeff Bezos (the chairman and founder of Amazon) will be 
the first trillionaire, in 2030 when he turns 66. Bezos’ drive for innovation and customer care has propelled Amazon towards the 
position of being the world’s most valuable company (and will probably also be the first company to be valued at $1 trillion). The 
reward of this relentless drive also recently made Bezos the world’s first centi-billionaire ($100 billion). Yang Huiyan (the vice-
chairman of Country Garden, a property development company in China) is expected to be the youngest trillionaire, in 2036 at 
the age of 54. Some other names that also made the list include Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook’s founder, at the age of 60), Jack Ma 
(Alibaba.com’s founder, at the age of 84), and even Elon Musk (founder of Tesla and Spacex, at the age of 78).

In the global context. United States (US) president, Donald Trump, recently met with Russian president, Vladimir Putin, in Helsinki, 
Finland. Some commentators would have you believe that Trump was on the back foot during these negotiations — we don’t agree. 
Relatively speaking, Russia is struggling amidst the US sanctions that were enforced on them almost four years ago. Sanctions 
were enforced after Russia annexed Crimea in the territorial conflict over Ukraine’s Donetsk and Luhansk regions. Although higher 
oil prices are helping to keep Russia’s economy afloat, it is not enough. Sanctions constrain the economy from working at capacity 
and have now deteriorated investor sentiment and business confidence to levels that reduce long-term economic prospects. For this 
reason, Russia will most likely want to make a deal; a deal which Trump will be able to use to strong-arm Russia into helping with 
tensions in the Middle East.

In the local context. On Thursday, the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) decided to keep the repurchase (repo) rate unchanged at 
6.5% (which left the prime rates at banks at 10%). The bottom line is that prices are stable and that the South African (SA) economy 
is in a bad place, which make it unnecessary and difficult to keep up with tightening global monetary trends. Unfortunately, we will 
not be able to continue this countertrend for too long or we will risk becoming less competitive in global capital markets and face 
even more exchange rate pressure as capital flees to better yielding foreign markets.

Exactly because the economy is struggling, prices aren’t increasing because of strong demand. In fact, the Chamber of Commerce 
published a report this week that showed that SA’s trade index deteriorated further to 37, down from a level of 40 in the previous 
month — anything below 50 points toward a contracting industry. In their report, 71% of respondents noted that they have been 
experiencing lower sales volumes. Also, 68% of the respondents explained that fewer “new orders” have been placed. Lower sales 
imply lower demand, which lead to lower prices and ultimately, a struggling economy.

Indicators like these explain why we (and the SARB) recently revised our GDP-growth expectations for 2018 downward to 1.3% and 
1.2%, respectively. Growth expectations look similarly bleak for the following years, which imply that price pressures will still not 
come from a healthy, booming local economy. The higher prices we are now experiencing are being pushed upwards by an unhealthy 
local economy (low sentiment, bad politics, and worse policies), external shocks and supply-based factors. The most notable 
contributors to higher local inflation are probably a weaker rand (from the unhealthy economy) and higher oil prices (a low-supply, 
external shock). At least we don’t believe these factors will continue to have a substantial impact on prices. If purchasing power is 
anything to go on (and it is), the rand should remain in the R13.00/$1 – R13.50/$1 range. Also, there does not seem to be sufficient 
support to keep oil prices at levels close to $80 a barrel.
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